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Banking Automation B U L L E T I N

UK interchange fee
proposals threaten IADs
and ATM provision
Proposals to cut ATM interchange fees in the UK
by 20% over four years have been put forward for
consultation by LINK, the UK ATM network operator. The LINK Board argues that
the current interchange methodology results in an interchange cost that is “around
30% higher than what it would be under the rates of at least one major competitor for
the same number of transactions” and that this results in a “threat to the competitive
position of LINK”.
There is a belief among LINK Members that there are too many ATMs in the UK.
They argue that the “cost of ATM provision in the UK should be falling”. In particular they
are keen to prevent what they see as cost over-recovery leading to over-deployment.
LINK is concerned that banks could move their business to the international card
schemes, which are offering lower interchange fees. In the past, ATM interchange
was a zero-sum game as banks were both issuers and acquirers, but because most
UK banks have reduced or removed their off-site ATMs, and independent ATM
deployers (IADs) now own the vast majority of such ATMs, this is no longer the case.
Headlines such as “Bank cost-cutting threatens free cash machines” and “Interchange
fees cut could threaten free-to-use ATM network” may be dramatic, but if these
proposals go through, it seems inevitable that the number of ATMs in the UK,
especially ATMs deployed by IADs, will fall.
LINK has said that it is “mindful of its public interest remit and of the obligations placed
on it as a regulated payment system operator” and has been keen to emphasise its
“Members’ commitment to consumers and financial inclusion”. It already has a financial
inclusion programme, which it is proposing to strengthen, to ensure customers
always have relatively close access to free ATMs. While these measures will ensure
a basic level of provision remains, it does not change the likelihood that overall
deployment and customer convenience will be reduced.
At one level, banks would seem to be within their rights to take actions to reduce the
costs of providing ATM access. The problem, however, is that by offering free ATM
withdrawals to both customers and non-customers, it is difficult for IADs to charge
for cash withdrawals. This means IADs are forced to rely on interchange fees as their
source of income, and reducing interchange fees reduces the number of viable sites.
It will be interesting to see how the payment systems operator views the situation.
The UK’s culture of ‘free banking’ lies at the heart of this issue – while free banking
is generally popular, in this case it is distorting the market to the detriment of certain
types of ATM deployer and consumers.
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Banking Automation
Regular topics include:
• ATM hardware and software
• Biometrics
• Branch transformation
• Cash usage and management
• Contactless and mobile payments
• Deposit and recycling
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• Interchange and merchant fees
• ISO/IAD activity
• Merchant acquiring and EFTPOS
• Non-cash payments
• Omni-channel integration
• Outsourcing and managed services
• Payment card issuance and processing
• Payment systems
• Regulatory developments
• Security and fraud
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• Independent and authoritative insights
from industry experts
• Detailed country profiles including proprietary
ATM and cards market data in every issue
• Exclusive extracts from RBR’s industry-leading
market research reports
• Comprehensive industry conference diary
• Read by senior executives in over 100
countries worldwide
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• Self-service banking
• Teller automation
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